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It is important for customers to have a
detailed understanding of their network
infrastructure before planning and
investing further in changes.
SCC delivers our Network Health Checks to provide customers with
an assessment of their network in order to provide sufficient insight
across the network devices in their infrastructure.
Networks are constantly
evolving as business needs
change. Whether it is
rightsizing, downsizing,
expansion or capacity planning,
our assessment validates the
critical components of the
network. As part of our Health
Check, we provide an
overall view of your network
infrastructure, including
analysis of its performance and
an investigation into its security
posture. Only when you can see
how every part of your network
infrastructure runs and how
applications are delivered can
you understand how to improve
it to ensure that it fits the needs
of your business. Understanding
how the network infrastructure
operates is a key facet of any IT
delivery strategy. We are seeing
greater reliance on the network
today as it joins the rest of IT
together. It is a vital transport
layer that can really enable the
business to perform better.
SCC’s Network Health Check
delivers reports that prioritise
the information that really
matters to your organisation
and are aligned to your
business goals. Our expert team
will work closely with you to
look at all the elements that a
causing issues.

Why partner with SCC?

Key Features

We have worked with a range
of customers delivering network
solutions and look at a number
of aspects when carrying out
a network health check. These
include:

•

A detailed, in-depth report
to understand the exact
state of your network
infrastructure.

•

Ability to look at a number
of different elements of the
network, from equipment
used, to topology,
configuration.

•

Can be tailored to look at
specific aspects that you
know to be an issue.

•

Physical Topology

•

Logical Topology

•

Hardware Audit

•

End of Life Status

•

Software Vulnerabilities

Key Benefits

•

Network
Recommendations:
»
Segmentation
»
Industry Best Practice
»
Quality of Service
»
Resilience,
Redundancy and
Availability
»
Bandwidth
»
Security

•

Provides a detailed set
of recommendations on
the future direction of the
network.

•

Allows you to really see
where you need to invest
to bring the network up to
date.

•

Help to inform a wider
transformation agenda.

From this information we
then provide an overall
recommendation as to the
direction of the network.
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